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1. Introduction. Let G be a metric abelian group. Our purpose is to develop a

theory of integration over chains with coefficients in G. The notion of chain

should be broad enough to allow for general existence theorems for minimum

problems of calculus of variations. At the same time, if G is a discrete group

then the chains should be very nearly (in a measure theoretic sense) chains of class

C(1).

When G is the additive group Z of integers such a theory was developed by

Fédérer and the author [FF]. The "chains" in this paper are currents of certain

kinds. A current (in the sense of DeRham) is a continuous linear function on a

space of differential forms. Since the notion of current over an arbitrary coef-

ficient group G is not defined, a different approach is needed. The one we shall

follow is due to Whitney [W, p. 152] for chains with real coefficients.

Let PkiG) denote the group of polyhedral chains of dimension k in n-dimen-

sional euclidean £", with coefficients in G. Let MiP) be the elementary /c-di-

mensional area of a polyhedral fe-chain P, and let

(1.1) W(P) = inf {M(Ô) 4- M(Ä) : P = Q + dR}.
Q,R

The Whitney flat distance between P1,P2ePkiG) is W(P,-P2). Let CkiG)

be the W-completion of Pt(G). The elements of CkiG) will be called flat k-chains

over G. Every flat chain A has a boundary dA and a mass MiA), defined below

in §3. If G is a discrete group, then a flat /c-chain A is called rectifiable if A is

the M-limit of fe-chains of class C(1). The idea of rectifiable chain can also be

described in terms of local tangential properties almost everywhere in the sense

of Hausdorff fc-measure. See §9.

The main result of the paper is the following :

Theorem. Let G be a finite group. Then every flat chain A of finite mass

is rectifiable.

This will be proved in §10. The theorem is also true when G — Z, by [FF,

8.13] together with (5.5), (5.6) below. However, the method of proof is quite

different. When G = Z2, the integers mod 2, a result similar to our main theorem

was proved by Ziemer [Z] for the special dimensions k = 0,l,n — l,n.
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Since mass is lower semicontinuous, as a corollary we have a closure theorem :

Theorem. Let G be a finite group. If Aj is rectifiable for j = 1,2, — , MiAj)

is bounded, and WiAj — A)-*0 asj-*co, then A is rectifiable.

One of the main tools we shall use is a deformation theorem for flat chains

having compact support and satisfying MiA) + Mid A) < co. See §7. The proof

is just the same as for the corresponding result in [FF, §5], as soon as some

rather routine preliminaries about intersections, Lipschitz maps, and homo-

topies have been established. Another tool is a structure theorem for sets of

finite Hausdorff measure [F]. With any flat chain A of finite mass is associated

a measure pA such that pAiX) = MiA nX) for every Borel set X cz E". After

bounding above the upper fc-density D*pAix) and bounding away from 0 the

lower k-density D^.kpAix), in §8, we find a set XA of finite Hausdorff k-measure

whose complement is /j^-null. Using the structure theorem it is shown that XA

is a ipA, k)-rectifiable set, in the sense of [F], and this implies that A is a recti-

fiable flat chain.

The finiteness of G is used only to show that D*pAix) is /¿¿-almost everywhere

finite; see (8.2). It is an interesting open problem to find a proof of this when G

is a countable discrete group, and thereby extend the whole theory to such co-

efficient groups.

2. Polyhedral chains. Let E" denote euclidean n-space. Its points will ordi-

narily be denoted by x = ix1,---,x"). The closure, interior, and frontier of a

set XczE" are denoted respectively by c\X, intA", îtX, and the complement

of X by Xe.

Let k be an integer such that 0 _ fc _ n, and let P*(Z) denote the group of

polyhedral chains of dimension fc which have integer coefficients. The group

Pfc(Z) may be defined precisely either as in [W, p. 153] or as a subgroup of the

group of all currents in £" of dimension k as in [FF, p. 463].

Let G be an abelian group provided with a translation invariant metric. Let

| g | denote the distance between g e G and the group identity 0. We shall assume

that G is a complete metric space. Further assumptions about G will be needed

in §7. For the detailed information about the local structure of flat chains of

finite mass in §§9 and 10 it will be assumed that G is a finite group.

If H is a closed subgroup of G, then on G ¡H we may put the quotient metric

1*1 = mf{\g\:geg}.

If G = Z is the additive group of integers, then for \g\ we take the usual ab-

solute value. The groups Zp = Z\pZ are of special interest. We give Zp the

quotient metric.

Let PkiG) = G® PkiZ). It is the group of polyhedral k-chains in £" with co-

efficients in G. The polyhedral chains of arbitrary dimension fc, with the usual
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boundary operation d, form a chain complex P#(G). [For k = 0, we set dP = 0].

If PePkiG), then P= Sg^ (finite sum), where the o-¡ are nonoverlapping

oriented fc-dimensional convex cells. Let Mia¡) be the elementary fc area of a,.

Then the k-area of P is

M(P) =   S|g£|M(ff/).

If fc = 0, oi = {xi} and M(a¡) = 1. No orientation need be assigned the 0-cell ot.

If we take M(P, — P2) as the distance between P, and P2, then Ffc(G) be-

comes a metric space. However, this metric is too strong for most purposes

A more suitable one is provided by the Whitney flat distance WiP, — P2), where

(1.1) WiP)   = inf {M(g) 4- M(R): P = Q + dR}.
Q,R

In this definition, QePkiG), RePt+1(G). If P = Q + dR, then dP = dQ, and

from the definition we see that WidP) = WiP). From the definition and corre-

sponding properties of M,

Wi-P) = WiP),      WiP, + P2) = WiP,) + WiP2).

To show that W defines a metric we must show that WiP) > 0 if P # 0.

For definiteness, let us agree that a convex k-cell a is open relative to the

fc-plane in which a lies, fc ̂  1. If U is an open convex polytope in £" (finite inter-

section of open half-spaces), then o n U is also a convex fc-cell or is empty. If

P = YugPi is a polyhedral k-chain, then we set PC\U= Zg¡(o-, O U).

In particular, let 1 _ / _ n and consider the family of half-spaces

Hs = {x:xl <s}.

(2.1) Lemma. If {Py) is a sequence in PkiG) such that 2Zf=, WiPj)< oo,

then for almost all s,   HJL, WiPj nHs)<co.

Proof. By definition of W, Pj = Q¡ 4- dR¡ where Z[M(Ô;) 4- M(R,-)] < co.

Moreover,

P¡C\HS = ö,.n/is + S,.s4-ö(R,-ntfs),

where

SJs = iÔRj)nHs-diRj^Hs).

By definition of IK,

W(P, n iQ = M(ö; n//! + s,.s) 4- M(Rj n H.)

= M(ß,.)4-M(SJ.s)4-M(Rv.)-

Let us use the elementary estimate

MiSJS)ds = M(Ry).
-co
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This is a very special case of a widely used estimate in the geometric theory of

measure, which will be proved for flat chains below (Theorem  5.7). Then

SM(SJS) < co   for almost every s,  since   ZM(Ry)<oo.  For each such s,

I,WiPjnHs)< oo. This proves (2.1).

Let us call an open n-dimensional interval I exceptional (relative to {Pj}) if

'LWiPjPtI) = co. From Lemma (2.1), I is exceptional only when its faces lie

on hyperplanes taken from a certain null set.

Let n c E" be a fc-plane. If P = £g¡ff¡ is a polyhedral k-chain, its orthogonal

projection onto n is P' = £#¡0-,' where a\ is the projection of the oriented

fc-cell <t¡. Projection does not increase fc-area and (<3P)' = dP'. From these ob-

servations, if P £ PkiG) lies in a k-plane n, then in the definition of W we may

as well assume that Q and R lie in n. But then R = 0, Q = P. Hence,

MiP) = WiP) if P lies in a fc-plane.

(2.2) Theorem.    If P # 0, then WiP) > 0.

Proof. Let P = Zg;<T; # 0. Suppose that VK(P) = 0, and apply Lemma (2.1)

with Pj = P for j —1,2,— . Let / be a nonexceptional n-dimensional interval

such that P r\I = g¿p¡ n I) for some i. Then

0 # |g;|M07;) = MiPCM) = WiP CM) = 0,

a contradiction.

(2.3) Theorem.   M is a lower semicontinuous function on PkiG).

Proof.   We must show that WiPj — P) -» 0 implies

(2.4) MiP) = lim inf M(P,).
./'-►CO

It suffices to prove this for sequences such that Z WiP¡ — P) < co. Let / be non-

exceptional with respect to the sequence {Pj — P} and be such that P° = P C\I

lies in some fc-plane n as in the preceding proof. Let P° be the projection of

Pj ni onto n. Then

MiP°j - P°) = WiP° - P°) = W[iPj ni)- P°],

and the right side tends to 0. Hence

(2.5) MiP0) = lim MiP°j)S limintMiPj-nI).
J-»CO J-»CO

Given e>0 there exists a finite disjoint collection I,,---,Ip of such intervals

such that M\_P n(/, u ••• u /p)c] < £. From this fact and (2.5) follows formula

(2.4).

3. Flat chains. Let CkiG) be the W-completion of PkiG). The elements of

the group Ck(G) are called flat chains of dimension fc (or flat k-chains) and will
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be denoted by A, B, C, ■ ■ •. The distance between two flat fc-chains A and B is

still denoted by WiA -B).

If {Pj} is a fundamental sequence of polyhedral fc-chains, then

WidP¡ - dPj) = W[diP¡ - Pj)] = WiP i - Pj).

Hence {dPj} is a fundamental sequence of polyhedral (fc — l)-chains. If P¡ tends

to A, then dPj tends to a flat (fc—l)-chain ÔA called the boundary of ^4. More-

over, WidA) _ !F(y4). With this definition of boundary, the flat chains of ar-

bitrary dimension fc = 0,1, ■■■,n form a chain complex C^G) and the boundary

operator d is continuous.

By mass of a flat chain A let us mean the smallest number X such that there

is a sequence {Pj} of polyhedral chains tending to A with MiPf) tending to X

If M(P;)->co for every such sequence, then M(A) = co. By Theorem (2.3),

MiP) agrees with its previous definition if P is a polyhedral chain. From the

definition, mass is the largest lower semicontinuous extension from PkiG) to

CkiG) of the elementary fc-area for polyhedra. Let

MkiG) = {A eCkiG):MiA) <co}.

Since MiA + B)^ MiA) 4- M(ß) and Mi-A) = MiA),MkiG) is a subgroup of

CkiG). The number MiA — B) is the M-distance between A,BeMkiG). When

fc = n, WiA) = MiA) since this is true for polyhedral n-chains. In general,

WiA) = MiA). When fc < n the M-metric is in fact much stronger than the

W-metric. [When we mean M-convergence this will be explicitly indicated.]

(3.1) Theorem.   For every flat chain A,

WiA) = inf {M(B) 4- M'C):A = B + dC} .
B,C

Proof. Given BeCk<G), CeCk+,iG), with A = B + dC, let {Qj}, {Rj} be

sequences in Pk(G) tending respectively to B,C, such that MiQj)->MiB),

MiRj) -+ MiC). Then Pj = Qj + dRs tends to A and WiPj) = M(Q;) 4- MiRj).

Hence, WiA) g M(P) 4- M(C) for every such B,C.

On the other hand, let {Py} be a sequence in Pt(G) tending to A such that

~LWiPj+, — Pj)< co. Choose polyhedral chains Qj,Rj such that

P,.+, - Pj = ß; + ÔRj,   Z [M(ß,.) 4- MiRj)] < oo,

and polyhedral chains QJ ,RJ such that

Pj = ß; 4- dR3,       MiQ}) + MiRJ) < WiPj) + z¡,

where e,-->0. Let
CO CO

Bj = QJ +   E ßi;     Cj = RJ +  S P;.
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Then A = Bj + ôCj for each; = 1,2, •••, and M(Py) 4- MiCj) = WiA) + ej, where

ej-+0. This proves (3.1).

It is often important to know not merely that A has finite mass but that both

A and BA have finite mass. Let

N(A) = MiA) + Mid A),

and

NkiG) = {AeCkiG):NiA)< co}.

Since d2A = 0, Nid A) _ NiA). The flat chains of arbitrary dimensions satis-

fying NiA) < oo form a chain complex N*iG).

Supports. Let A be a flat chain and X a closed set. Then A is supported by

X if, for every open set U containing X, there is a sequence {Pj} of polyhedral

chains tending to A such that each Pj lies in U (i.e. the cells of each Pj are con-

tained in U). If A is supported by X, then clearly so is ÔA.

If there is a smallest set X which supports A, then X is called the support of

A and is denoted by spt^4.

Let us show that spt A exists in case A is supported by some compact set X0.

Let F be the collection of all closed XcX0 such that A is supported by X.

To show that F has a smallest element, it suffices to prove: (1) if F' is any sub-

collection of F which is totally ordered by c ( then X' = (\x ¿f'X belongs to

F; and (2)XeF, Ye F imply X n Ye F. But (1) follows from the fact that if

U is any open set containing X', then U contains some XeF' (otherwise the

collection of compact sets X — U,XeF', would have the finite intersection

property, and hence nonempty intersection). To prove (2), there exist sequences

{Pj},{Qj} tending to A such that sptP^c <5rnbd. of X, spt Qj c <5y-nbd. of Y,

where ¿,- -> 0, and Z W^Pj — ß,) < oo. Given an open set U containing X C\Y,

let Z be a figure composed of nonoverlapping intervals I,,--,Ip nonexceptional

with respect to the sequence {P; — Qy} such that X0— U cz z and clZnlnY

is empty. We may choose these intervals small enough that either IkC\X or

Ik n Y is empty for each fc = 1, •••,;>. If Ik C\X is empty, then PjC\Ik = 0 for

large enough j; and if Ik n T is empty, then P,. n 7t -»■ 0 since (P; — Qj) n /t -> 0

and ßj n Ik = 0 for large enough j. Hence

PyOZ =   Z Pjnlt-*0.
k

The sequence {Pj n Zc} tends to A, and P, n Ze lies in G for large enough ;.

In the next section we show that if A is any flat chain of finite mass then spt A

exists. However, we have not settled the question whether spt A exists for every

AeCkiG).

Let

N°(G) = {AeN^iG): A has compact support}.
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If G is the additive group of real numbers, then N°(G) may be identified with

the chain complex of normal currents in £ "in the sense of [FF]. A mass pre-

serving isomorphism between these two chain complexes is provided by requiring

that each polyhedron with real coefficients correspond to itself. This follows

from [FF, §7]. The chain complex Ai°(Z) corresponds to the subcomplex con-

sisting of the integral currents.

Let P = Z niai, the n¡ being integers, For geG let gP = Z n¡ga¡. If

Pj->TeCkiZ), then gPj tends to a limit denoted by gT.

4. Flat chains of finite mass. Let A be a flat chain such that MiA) < co.

With A is associated a measure pA, and with every ¿¿¿-measurable set X c £"

a flat chain A n X such that pAiX) = MiA n X). This can be done in the fol-

lowing way. Let {Pj} be a sequence of polyhedral chains tending to A such that

MiPj)-> MiA). For j — 1,2, •■• let p¡ be the measure determined by the property

PjiI) = MiPjC\l) if / is any open n-dimensional interval. Then /¿/E") = MiPy)

is bounded. By taking subsequences we may assume that ZW(PJ + 1 — Py) <oo

and that p¡ tends weakly to a limit. The limit measure is pA. It will turn out that

pA is the same for all such sequences {Pj} ■

In this section let us call an n-dimensional interval I exceptional if either

Z W\fPj+, - Pj) ni] = co or /¿¿(frP)>0. If / is nonexceptional, then the

sequence {Pjn 1} tends to a limit, denoted by Ar\I. Moreover, since

/¿¿(fr/) = 0, pjil) -+/¿¿(7) and Pjin^pAiIc).

(4.1) Lemma. If I is nonexceptional, then MÍA O I) = /¿¿(/), MiA — AC\T)
= HaÍIc)-

Proof. Since PjC\I-*ArM and Pj - Pj ni ^ A - A ni, we have by

lower semicontinuity of mass MiA n I) = pAiI) and M(A — A n /) = pAiIc). But

PaV) + ^(n = lUE") = M(¿) = M(¿ ni) + MiA-Ani),

which proves (4.1).

Next if X = I, U ••• U Ip, where the intervals /, are nonoverlapping and non-

exceptional, then we set A C\X = Z/l n/,. Applying Lemma (4.1) repeatedly,

we find that

M{Anx)=  Z pAii,) ̂  pax),
1 = 1

MiA-AnX) = pAiXc).

Any /¿¿-measurable set X is the limit in /¿¿-measure of a sequence {Xy} of figures

of the above type. Then A n X is defined as the M-limit of the sequence {/I n Xy}.

The set function A C\ • so defined (with values in Mt(G)) is countably additive,

and MiA r\X) = pAiX) for every /¿¿-measurable X.
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If {Pj} is another sequence of polyhedral chains which has the above properties

and tends to A, then by taking subsequences we may assume that Z WiPj — Py) < oo.

Except for intervals I whose faces lie on hyperplanes of a certain null set, Pj C\I

and Pj C\I tend to the same limit by (2.1). It follows that pA and A n ■ do not

depend on the particular sequence {Pj} used in their definition.

Note. If Pj~* A,MiPy) is bounded (but not necessarily M(P;)->M04)),

then Pj tends weakly to a measure p for a subsequence. By lower semicontinuity

of mass,

PL!) = lim pjil) ^ fiAiI)

for each I such that /?(frf) = 0 and PjC\I -* An I. Since the intervals with

these two properties are dense, ß = pA.

(4.2) Lemma. Let Pj ->■ A and M{Py) -► MiA) < oo. Then PjC\X-*Ar\X

for every set X such that /¿¿(frX) = 0.

Proof. By taking subsequences it suffices to prove this for sequences such

that Zlf(PJ + 1 -Pj)< oo. Given e>0 there is a figure Y<= X which is the

finite union of nonexceptional intervals, such that pA{X — Y) <s/2. Then

WiA r\X-Pjrlx)^wiA n Y- Pj n y)+m\_a n(z- 7)] 4- M[PjC\iX-Y)].

But Pj r\Y^Ac\Y, and /¿/X - Y)-> /¿¿(X - Y) since /¿¿[fr(X - Y)] = 0.

Hence WiA r\X — PjC\X)<& for all sufficiently large j, which proves (4.2).

Note. If {A¡} is any sequence of flat chains tending to A such that

MiAj) -> MiA) < 00 and X is as in (4.2), then AjC\X-*Ar\X. The proof is

the same as for sequences of polyhedra provided one uses (5.7) below instead

of the special case of it used in §2.

The measure pA has a support, which is the smallest closed set whose comple-

ment is /¿¿-null.

(4.3) Theorem.   // MiA) < co, then spt A = spt/¿¿.

Proof. Let {Pj} be as in the definition of pA, and let U be any open set con-

taining spt/¿¿. Then MiPjC\ Uc) = pjiUc)->0, and hence PjC\U-+A. For

each cell a of Pj, let us replace a n U by a good enough polyhedral approxima-

tion to it contained in a n U. This gives a sequence {Py} lying in U and tending

to A. Hence A has support contained in spt pA.

On the other hand, let A have support contained in X. If x e spt /¿¿ — X,

then there exists a sequence {Pj} tending to A and an interval I containing x

such that PjC\I = 0, (P7 - Pjin 7 = P; n J -► 0, Py n / -> ,4 O 1. Then

^ n 1 = 0, contrary to the fact that x e spt/¿¿. Hence, spt/¿¿ <= X, which proves

(4.3).
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5. Lipschitz maps. Let U <= E" be open and let CJfi, U) be the subcomplex

of C^iG) consisting of all A such that A is the limit of a sequence of polyhedral

chains lying in U. Let/be Lipschitz from U into an open set F<= £m. Then/

induces a chain map/# from C#iG;U) into C%iG;V) in the following way. If

<t is an oriented convex fc-cell then/# a is an integral flat fc-chain, defined in

[FF, §3] by approximating / by smooth functions (and in [W, p. 297] by ap-

proximating / by piecewise-linear functions). If P = Z g¡o-¡ is a polyhedral

chain lying in U, then we set f#P = Z g¡f#o-¡. Let A be a Lipschitz constant

for /. Then

(5.1) M[f#P] = XkMiP),

since this estimate is true when Pisa fc-cell. If P = Q + OR, then

f#P =f#Q + df#R, and hence

Wif#P) ^ XkMiQ) + Xk+lMiR).

Since this is true for every such ß and R,

(5.2) Wif#P) = max(/, Xk+ ') WiP).

A flat chain of the form/#P is called a Lipschitz chain, and a chain of class

C(1) if/is of class C(1).

Let {Pj} be a sequence of polyhedral chains lying in U and tending to A.

Applying (5.2) to P¡ - P¡ and using the fact that/#(Pf - Py) =/#P¡ -f#P¡, we

see that the sequence {/#P¡} is fundamental. Its limit hf#A. This defines/#,

which is a chain map. If A has support contained in X <= U, thenf# A has support

contained in cl/(X). The estimates (5.1), (5.2) remain true if instead of P we

put A. If (¡> is Lipschitz from V into W, then i<p of)#P = 0#[/#P] for every

polyhedral chain P lying in U. The same is then true for every AeC^iGiU),

i.e., i<pof)# = 0#o/#.
It will be useful to reduce certain statements to the case of flat chains with

compact supports. For this purpose let us consider the following functions fr.

Let |x| = max^x11, —,|x"|}, and for each r > 0 let

fix)  = x, if |x||^r,

= ||x||-'rx     if||x||>r.

Since fr does not increase euclidean distance, by (5.1) MifT#A) :g MiA). If P

is a polyhedral chain, then/r#P is a polyhedral chain. If A has support in the

n-cube Kr =/.(£"), then it is easy to show that there is a sequence {Pj} lying

in Kr and tending to A; hence/#.4 = A.

(5.3) Lemma. For every A e CkiG), fr#A -> A as r -> co. // MiA) < oo, then

the convergence is in the M-metric.
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Proof.   First suppose that MiA) < co. Since fr#iA nKr) = Ar\Kr,

fr#A-A = ftM n K) -AnK%

M[f„A-Â] = 2M(ArM®,

which tends to 0 as r-> oo. In the general case, A = B — dC where M(ß) < co,

MiC)< co. Since fr# is a chain map, fr#A =fr#B + dfr#C. and we apply to

B and C what has already been proved.

(5.4) Lemma.- Let PePkiG) satisfy dP = 0, T47(P)<e, and spt P <=£:,.

Then there exists a polyhedral ik + l)-chain R such that P = BR, sptR <= Kr,

and

I       rnm \

M^(1 + fcTT>-

Proof. By definition of W, P = ß 4- dR, where M(ß) 4- M(R,) < e. By re-

placing ß,P, by fr#Q, fr#R,, we may assume that sptß<=7Cr, sptR,<= Kr.

Let R = R, 4-0ß, where Oß is the cone on ß with vertex 0. This proves (5.4).

In the next section we define the cone 0A when A has compact support. Then

(5.4) generalizes to flat cycles with compact support.

Using these lemmas let us deduce two results which are useful later.

(5.5) Theorem. Let MiA) < oo. Then given e > 0 there exists Ae such that

MiA —AE)<s,sptAs  is compact, and BAE is a polyhedral (fc—l)-cnain.

Proof. By (5.3) we may assume that sptAcKr for some r. Let Pj-yA,

sptPj c Kr, ZlY(P,-+1 - Pj) < oo. By (5.4), diPJ+, - P}) = ÔRj where

Z MiRj)< oo. Let

co

AE = A - I R¡,

for j large enough that  IfmJ M(R¡) < e. Then dAe = dPj and MiA -As)<s.

Since AeeN^iG), (5.5) implies that NkiG) is M-dense in MkiG).

(5.6) Theorem. For every A e CkiG) there exists a sequence {Pj} of poly-

hedral k-chains tending to A such that MiPj)-*MiA),MidPj)-*MidÄ). If

dA is a polyhedral ik— i)-chain, then we may arrange that dPj = dAfor every

7 = 1,2,-.

Proof.   Let us proceed in three steps.

Step 1. Let A have compact support, and let 8A be polyhedral. Choose r

large enough that spt A <=■ Kr. Let {Pj} bz a sequence of polyhedral chains tend-

ing to A such that MiPy) -> MiA) and spt Pj <=■ Kr. Since WidPs - dA) = WiPj - A),

which tends to 0, there exist by (5.4) polyhedral chains Rj lying in 7Cr such that
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ôPj -dA = ôRj,     MiRj) -» 0.

hetPj-Pj-Rj.
Step 2. Let spt A be compact. Choose Kr and {Pj} as in Step 1. Applying

Step 1 to the cycle dA, there is a sequence {Qj} of polyhedral (fc — l)-cycles tending

to dA such that M(ßy) -> Mid A) and spt Qj <=■ K,. Since dPj -» dA, WidPj - Qj)->0.

By (5.4) there exist polyhedral chains Rj such that

dPj-Qj = dRj,       M(Rj)-»0.

Again let P; - P¡- Rj■

Step 3. If spt A is not compact, for each r>0 let Ar —fT#A. Then

Ar -* A, MiAr) _ MiA), MidAr) _ Mid A). Since mass is lower semicontinuous,

MiAr)->MiA),MidAr)->MidA) as r-+oo. We appeal to Step 2.

Note. In §7 we shall find that, at least in some instances, one can in addition

arrange the convergence of spt Pj to spt A and sptdP,- to sptdA. See the remarks

following (7.7).

Using (5.6) let us next prove an inequality corresponding to the Eilenberg

inequality for Hausdorff measure.

(5.7) Theorem. Let F be a real-valued Lipschitz function on E",l a Lip-

schitz constant for F, and Xs = {x:E(x) < s}, Ys— {x: Fix) = s}. Let A e NkiG)

and

Bs = diAnxs)-idA)nxs.

Then for   almost   all  s,   A C\XseNk_,iG)   and   spt£5<=ys.   Moreover,   if

— oo_a<£>=4-oo, then

j MiBs)ds = IMiA niXb - Xa)l

Proof. If A is an oriented fc-cell a, this is a special case of [FF, 3.10]. By

addition the theorem is true for polyhedral fc-chains. Let P; be as in (5.6), and

Bjs = ôiPjnXs)-idPj)nXs.

Let A = {s:pAiYs)=pSAiYs) = 0}. Then Ac is a countable set and by (4.2)

PjnXs^A nxs, idPj) ni^(dA)nX,

for se A. Since d is continuous £JS->£S for each se A. Since sptß/s<= Ys,

sptBs <= Ys, for se A. Moreover, for s e A, A n X, -* A n Xs and

(dA) n X, -> id A) n Xs as i-»s (in fact, in the M-metric). Hence Pf->£s as

t -> s. Since mass is lower semicontinuous, M(PS) is a lower semicontinuous

function of s except perhaps on the countable set Ac. Whenever M(BS) < co,

A nï,e ¿V4_,(G). It suffices to assume that a,be A. Since for each j = 1,2,—
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ÍMiBJs)ds = lM[_Pj n iXb - X„)],

Theorem (5.7) now follows from Fatou's lemma and lower semicontinuity of M.

An important particular case of (5.7) occurs when id A) C\XS = 0 for a _ s _ b.

Then Bs = d(AC\Xs).

6. Cartesian products, linear homotopies. It is not possible to give a satisfactory

definition of the cartesian product A x B of two arbitrary flat chains. However,

this can be done in either of the following two cases: (1) either N(A) < co or

N(B) < co ; or (2) both M(A) < co and M(B) < oo. The proof is based on the

following inequality (6.1).

Let P be a polyhedral fc-chain in E" and ß a polyhedral /-chain in Em. Their

cartesian product P x Q is a polyhedral (fc 4- Z)-chain £B+m = E" x £m.

If (fc + 0 = n, then M(P x Q) = M(P)M(Q); otherwise, P x ß = 0. Moreover,

d(P x Q) = (5P) x ß + (-1)*P x dQ.

Let us show that

(6.1) WiPxQ)^ NiP)WiQ).

Let ß = R 4- 3S, where R and S are polyhedral chains. Then

PxdS =  ± [(ÔP) xS-diPx S)],

W(P x as) ^ M[(2P) x S] 4- M(P x S) = NiP)MiS),

WiP x Q) =  ^(P x R) 4- W(P x 3S)

= M(P)M(R) 4-N(P)M(S)

= A7(P)[M(R)4-M(S)].

Since this is true for every such R,S, we get (6.1).

The cartesian product A x B is now defined for 4 e NkiG), B e Cffi) as fol-

lows. First of all, if Pj tends to A then for any polyhedral Z-chain ß,

W[(P; - Pj) x ß] = W(Pf - -PyWß).

The limit of the fundamental sequence {Py x Q] is A x Q. By (5.6) we may

arrange that NiPj)^NiA), and then (6.1) still holds with A in place of P. If

Qj tends to B, then

WD4 x «2, - Qj)] = NOWß, - Qj),

and A x £ is the limit of the fundamental sequence {A x Qj}. The operation

x  is bilinear and

(6.2) diA x B) = id A) x B + ( - if A x (SB).
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Moreover, M(4 x B) = M(^)M(£) and WiA x B) = JV"L4)W(£).

If M(v4) < co and M(B) < co, then by (5.5) there is a sequence {Ay} such that

NiAj) < co for each j — 1,2,— and M(^y- - ,4) tends to 0. Then

M[(i4, - if,) x £] = M(A, - Aj)MiB),

and ^4 x B is the M-limit of the sequence {Aj x B}.

Linear homotopies. Let / and g be Lipschitz from an open set U into a bounded

subset of Em, and let n(i,x) = (1 - i)/(x) + ig(x), 0 = t = 1. Let 7 be the interval

[0,1], regarded as a polyhedral 1-chain. Then

(6.3) g#A -f#A - dh#il xA) + h#il x ÔA),

since this is true when A is a polyhedral chain. By the same discussion as in [FF,

pp. 466, 468] one can prove the following estimates. Let | Dfix) | = i^(x),

j Dgix) | = i¿V(x), where ip is continuous on U and Df denotes the differential.

If MiA) < co, then

(6.4) M\J#A] ú  \  VdpA,

(6.5.)                         M{h#iIxAj\ ^   f  \g-f\i¡>kdpA,

(6.6)                          M[_g#A-f#A-\^2 \ ^dpA,
JUo

where U0 = {xe G:/(x) ¥= g(x)}. In particular, if/(x) = g(x) for every xesptA,

then /#y4 = g#A when M(^) < co.

(6.7) Lemma. Let X be a compact Lipschitz neighborhood retract such

that X has zero Hausdorff k-measure. If MiA)< oo and sptA<=X, then

A = 0.

Proof. By assumption there exist U open with X <= U, and / Lipschitz from

U onto X such that/(x) = x for xeX. If a is any convex fc-cell lying in U,

then/#c7 = 0 [FF, p. 500]. Let {Py} be a sequence of polyhedral fc-chains lying

in U and tending to A. Then f#Pj = 0,f#A = A, and f#Pj-*f#A. Hence ,4 = 0.
Cones. Let x0eE" and let n(i,x) = (1 — t)x0 + tx.lf A has compact support,

then /i#(7 x ,4) is defined. It is called the cone on A with vertex x0 and is denoted

by x0A. If fc > 0, then from (6.3) and (6.7)

A = dx0A + x0dA.

From (6.5), if | x - x01 = r for every x e spt A, then [FF, p. 509]

Mix0A)^]^-[MiA).
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7. A deformation theorem. Except for Lemma (7.8) which is new, all of the

results of this section have counterparts in [FF]. In most instances the proofs

are virtually the same as in [FF]. However, the proof of (7.2) differs from that

for its counterpart [FF, 3.14].

(7.1) Lemma. Let A be aflat 0-chain such that MiA) < co and sptA is a

finite set. Then A is polyhedral; i.e. A = Zg;{x,} where x„---,xm are the points

of spt A.

From the proof of (4.3) there is a sequence Pj of polyhedral 0-chains tending

to A such that MiPj) -> MiA) and spt Pj <= (^-neighborhood of spt A, where

5j->Q. The proof of (7.1) is then left to the reader.

By ¿--cubical grid / let us mean a cell complex subdividing E", composed of

of cubes of side length 2e. Let Xk be the fc-skeleton of/, X0<= I,c ... c Xn= £".

(7.2) Lemma. Let AeNkiG) be such that spt A <= Xk,spt8A <= Xk_,. Then

A is a polyhedral chain of the grid %.

Proof, (by induction on fc). For fc = 0 this follows from (7.1). Assume that

the lemma is true in dimension fc — 1. Let a be a fc-cube of Xk. By (5.7) there is

a sequence of fc-cubes a, cz a2 <= ■•• with union a such that NÍA C\o¡) < co for

each i and spt diA n crt) <= á¡, where a¡ is the frontier of ct¡ relative to a. By the

induction hypothesis, diA O oj) is a polyhedral (fc — l)-chain, and hence from

topology diA n(T;) = g¡da¡ for some g¡eG. By (5.6) there is a sequence Pj tend-

ing to A n a i such that dP¡ = gßai. Let Pj be the projection of Pj onto the

fc-plane of a. Then Pj-> A n<r¡ and from topology P'¡ = gpi. Hence A(~\at

= gfii. It follows that g¡ = g is independent of i, and then that A n a = ga.

Since this is true for each such a, A is a polyhedral chain of x ■

(7.3) Deformation Theorem. There exists a positive number c — c(fc, n)

with the following property. Given AeNkiG) and e > 0 there exist an s-cubical

grid x, a polyhedral k-chain P of x and BeNkiG), CeNk+,iG), such that:

(1) A = P + B + dC;

(2) MiP)   ^ c[M(A) + eM(dÄf],
MidP)^ cMidA), Miß) ^ ceMidA),

MiQ  = ceMiA);

(3) (sptP)U(sptC) c 2ne-nbd. of spt A,

(sptdP)U(spt£)c 2ns-nbd. of sptdA;

(4) i/^4 is a Lipschitz chain, then B and C are Lipschitz chains;

if A is a polyhedral chain, then B and C are polyhedral chains.

Note that (2) implies WiA — P) < ceJV(A). This theorem can be proved by

precisely the same construction used for the corresponding result [FF, 5.5] about

normal currents. Therefore, we omit the proof. For our purposes it would actually
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suffice to know (7.3) when A is a Lipschitz chain (or even when A is polyhedral).

The discussion on [FF, §4] of ¿/-admissible maps could then be avoided. More-

over, (7.3) can be deduced from the case when A is polyhedral by passage to

the limit, at least when G is a countable discrete group with property (H), stated

below. This follows from (7.4) and an extension of (5.6). See the remark follow-

ing the proof of (7.7). The counterpart of the statement in (4) about polyhedral

chains is not explicitly stated in [FF, 5.5]. However, it follows from the ob-

servation [FF, p. 478] that the deformations used in the proof are merely com-

posites of successive central projections of cubes onto their boundaries.

Let us now list some important consequences of (7.3). For this purpose the

following additional assumptions are made about G:

(H) For every M > 0, {g : | g | _ M} is compact. If G is discrete, then | g | = 1

for every geG.

(7.4) Lemma. Let G satisfy (H). Let q > 0, K<= E" be compact, and let F

be a set of flat k-chains such that NiA)^q and sptAcz K for every AeT.

Then T is totally bounded.

Proof. Let K' be a n-cube containing K in its interior. For each e > 0 let

r^ = {P:NiP) :g 2cq, spt fc K', P is a polyhedral chain of some e-cubical

grid}. Then T'e is totally bounded, and for small e, F is contained in the ceq-

neighborhood of T'r. This implies that T is totally bounded.

(7.5) Corollary. Using the notation of Ç7 A), {Ae N kiG): NiA)^q, sptAcK}

is compact.

Proof.   This set of flat chains is closed, and hence compact by (7.4).

(7.6) ilsoperimetric inequality). Let G be a discrete group satisfying (H).

Then there exists a positive number b = bik,n) with the following property.

If AeNkiG) and dA=0, then there exists CeiVfc0+1(G) such that A = dC

and MiC)^bMiAf + 1)/k .

Proof. Choose z so that sk = cMiA). Let A = P + dC as in (7.3). Then

MiP) = sk, while since |g\ = 1 for every g=£0, the least mass of any nonzero

polyhedral fc-chain of an e-grid is (28)*. Hence P = 0. Then A = dC and

M(C) = tW04)(t+1)/\ where b = cik+iyk. This proves (7.6).

More generally, a relative isoperimetric inequality like [FF, 6.1] can be proved.

From (4) of (7.3) and the proof of (7.6) we may assume that C is a Lipschitz

(polyhedral) chain if A is a Lipschitz (polyhedral) chain. By (3) of (7.3) we may

assume that sptC<= 2ne-nbd. of spt.4, where e is small if MiA) is small.

The next lemma is included for sake of completeness, but will not be used

in later sections.

(7.7) Lemma. Let G be a discrete group satisfying (H), and let X be com-

pact. Then given ô>0 and a sequence {Qj} of polyhedral cycles such that
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sptQjCzX, j =» 1,2,•••,WiQj)-*0, there is a sequence {Rj} of polyhedral

chains such that dRj = Qj, M(Rj)->0, and sptRj<= ci-nbd. of X for all suf-

ficiently large j.

Proof. By (5.4), Qj = dRj where M(R})->0. Let Y be a figure (finite union

of open »-cubes) such that X c Y and cl Y<= (¿/2)-nbd. of X. Let fix) = || |-dis-

tance from x to Y, where | | is as in §5. By (5.7) there exist Sj-e(0, <5/2) such

that, writing Rj'= Rj D {x:/(x) < Sj}, MidRj- Qj) -> 0. Moreover, Rj'is a poly-

hedral chain. By (7.6) dR]-Qj = dSj, where M(Sy)->0, sptS7-<=(¿/2)-nbd. of

{x:/(x) = Sj} for sufficiently large j, and Sj is polyhedral. Let Rj = Rj — Sj.

This proves (7.7).

Let AeNkiG). In the proof of (5.6) we may assume that sptPyC Sj-nbd. of

spt/I, where 5j-*0. Using (7.7) we can then arrange in the proof of (5.6) that

sptRyc,5j-nbd. of spt A

spt Qj c ¿j-nbd. of spt dA,

where <5/-»0. Therefore, if G is a discrete group satisfying (H), then in (5.6)

we may arrange that spt P¡ tends to spt A and spt dPj tends to spt dA in the

Hausdorff distance on the space of compact subsets of E".

(7.8) Lemma. Let G be compact. Then given a compact set K and e > 0

there exists a positive number y = y(a, K, fc, n,G) with the following property.

If AeNkiG), spt AczK, and dA = 0, then there exists CeNk + ,iG) such that

dC = A and M((î) g 7 + csMiA).

Proof. Let A = P + dC as in (7.3). Then P is a polyhedral chain of an e-grid,

and lies in the 2ne-neighborhood K' of the compact set K. Since G is compact

M(P) is bounded by some number y'. Let y = y'r /(fc-f-1) where r = max{ |x| :x e 7C'},

and let C = 0P+ C. This proves (7.8).

Finally, let X and Y be local Lipschitz neighborhood retracts with Y<=X.

Let JV°(G,X) be the chain complex of those AeN^G) with spt ̂ 4 <= X, and let

NliG, Y) be the subcomplex of those A e ¿V°(G) with spt .4 c Y. Then the homo-

logy groups of N°(G,X)/]V°(G, Y) are isomorphic with the singular homology

groups of iX, Y), with coefficients in G. This follows from the deformation

theorem just as in [FF, 5.11].

8. Estimates on densities. Let A be a flat k-chain of finite mass, fc > 0. Let

S(x, r) = {j> : | y — x | = r}, and for brevity set

pix,r) = /¿¿[S(x,r)].

Let a(fc) denote the fc-measure of a spherical fc-disk of radius 1. The lower and

upper fc-densities of A at a point x are
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pix,r) * /í(x,r)
^♦icW = hminf ,     D*(x) = hmsup

r   <k)rk >     -»w     —-*•    a(/c)r* •

In order to obtain estimates on these densities, let us first show that near

/¿¿-almost every point, A has nearly minimum mass. To be more precise, let

v(x,r) = inf{M(B):373 = ô[inS(x,r)]}.

Obviously, v(x, r) ^ /¿(x, r). Equality holds if and only if A nSix,r) is a solu-

tion of the Plateau problem (i.e. problem of least mass with given boundary).

(8.1) Lemma.    For pA-almost every x,

,.        v(x,r)
hm    —- =  1.
r->0+   ¡Ax,r)

Proof. Suppose not. Then there exist ô > 0, a set X of positive /¿¿-measure

and a Vitali covering of X by spherical n-balls S(x, r) such that v(x, r) < ( 1 — ö)p(x,r).

Let 8>0. By a covering theorem of Besicovitch [B] there exists a countable

disjoint family of such balls S(xi,r¡) of diameter < e covering p -almost all of

X. Let A¡ = A O S(x¡, r¡), and let B¡ be such that

dB, = dA„      sptBjC S(xt,r,),

MiBi)<il-ô)MiAi).

Then B¡ — A¡ is a cycle, and bounds the cone x¡(B¡ — A¡). Hence

W(Bt - Ad û Mlxtâ - Ajj] Û rfr^ • r¿ ■

Ais) = A-'LAt+i:Bt = An (\JSixt,rt))e - 2 Bi-
i i \  i J i

M[4(e)] = MiA) -  Z MiA¡) +  Z M(B.)
i i

< MÍA) - 5 Z /¿(xi; r¡) < MÍA) - ¿/¿¿(X).

Let

Then

Since

W[A(e)-Ä\ =  Z W(Bt-Aj)u ~-jMÍA),

Aí¿) -> A as e -> 0 +. This contradicts lower semicontinuity of mass.

In the next lemma choose s0 < l/4ck, where c is the constant in (7.3). Let

I = Ay /a(k) where y is as in (7.8) with s = e0, K = S(0,1).

(8.2) Lemma.     Let    G    be    compact,    AeNkiG),    and    x$ spt dA.    If

r, ^ distix,sptdA)   and   /¿(x,r) _ 2v(x,r)   for   0<r^r,,    then

D*(x) = max {Ç, /¿(x, r,) Kk)rk}.
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Proof. Let l(x, r) = M\p(A O S(x, r))]. By (5.7), Z(x, r) = /¿'(x, r) for almost

every reO),?^), where ' means djdr. Moreover, by (7.8)

vQ, r) <        cs0ljx,r)

rk       =  '  +        rk-l

for 0 < r = j-t. Suppose that Ç < D*(x). Given w such that Ç < n < 7>*(x) choose

r0 such that 0 < r0 < r, and /¿(x, r0) > na(fc)r0*. Let J be the largest interval

contained in [r0,r,] such that /¿(x,r) _ n<xik)rk for every re7. Since

C < 1, 7 = a(fc)(/4, and I _ /¿', we find that

kpix,r) < rp\x,r),

and consequently (r~*/¿)'>0, for almost every reJ. Since /¿ is increasing,

0< j\p-kp)'dp^ip-kp)\sr,

and hence r~*/¿ is increasing on J. This implies that J = [r0,r1], and since

n is arbitrary (8.2) follows.

(8.3) Let G be a discrete group satisfying (H). Then there exists X = X{k, n) > 0

with the following property. IfAeNkÍG), x$sptdA, andlimr_0+v(x,r)//¿(x,r) = l,

then D*kix) _ A.

Proof.   By the isoperimetric inequality (7.6),

v(x,r)= b[lix,r)f/ik-l)

for r < dist(x, spt3^4), where b = b(fc — l,n) and /(x, r) is as above. If r, is as

(8.2), then for r<r,

pix,r)fk2blp'ix,rj]kl«-l\

if*)' = \p-«-Wp'^W>-k—.

Let X = k~ki2b)1-klaik). By (6.7), /¿(x,0) = 0 and we have

p1,kix,r) = jyik)'dP > [Aa(fc)]1/kr,

for 0 < r < r,. This proves (8.3).

If G is a finite group, then from these lemmas X _ D^ix) = £>*(x) < co for

/¿¿-almost every x^ spt dA.

9. Rectifiable chains. In the remainder of the paper let us assume that G is a

finite group. Except for those places where (8.2) is used, one can equally well
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let G be a countable discrete group such that {g: | g\ î£ M} is finite for each M

(assumption (H)). Without loss of generality, we may assume that | g | _ 1 for

every g =¿ 0.

Definition. A flat chain A is rectifiable if for every e > 0 there exists a Lip-

schitz chain B such that MÍA — B) < e.

Let RkiG) denote the set of all rectifiable k-chains in £". Then RkiG) is a group,

which is M-closed. The group R^Z) corresponds precisely to the group of rec-

tifiable currents in [FF, 3.7], and Rt(Z2) to the group of rectifiable classes in

[Z, §3].
If k = 0, then MÍA) < co implies that A is a polyhedral 0-chain. In the re-

mainder of the section we let fc > 0.

(9.1) Lemma. Let AeRk_,iG) have compact support. Then the cone 0A

is rectifiable.

Proof. Let spt A c S(0, r). In the definition above we may assume that

spt£<= S(0,r). Moreover, 0£ is a Lipschitz chain, and 0,4 - OB = OÍA - B).

Then

MÍO A - OB) = £m04 - B),

and the right side can be made arbitrarily small.

Following [F] let us call a set X c £" (/¿, fc)-rectifiable if for every e > 0 there

exists a Borel set F c Ek and / Lipschitz from F into E"such that p{X —/(£)) < e.

In place of Ek we may equally well assume that F is contained in a finite union

of k-planes. If A is a rectifiable fc-chain, then £" is (/¿¿, fc)-rectifiable. To show

this, let B =f#P be a Lipschitz chain such that MÍA — B) < e, and let Y=/(spt P).

Let Pj^A, MÍPj)^MÍA), and Qj^B, spt Q¡ <= (^-neighborhood of Y),
where P¡,Q¡ are polyhedral chains and <5,--*0. Then

ÍA - B) c\I = lim ÍPj - Qj)nl = lim Pj ni = A n/
j j

for a dense set of intervals 7 c Yc. It follows that /¿¿_B(Z) = /¿¿(Z) when

Zc Yc. In particular,

/¿¿(Yc) = /¿¿_B(Yc) = M(,4-£) = e,

showing that E"is (/¿¿, fc)-rectifiable.

The main object of this section is to show that, conversely, if E" is (/¿¿, k)-

rectifiable, then A is rectifiable, under an additional restriction on A (see (9.4)

below).

Let us adopt the following notation: n denotes a fc-plane containing 0, and

for Ö > 0, ná = {x: dist(x, n) > 0}. Let S0 = S(0,1), D = n n S0. The fc-disk

7) is assigned an orientation.
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(9.2) Lemma. Given s > 0, q > 0 there exists ô>0 with the following prop-

erty. If spt A c S0, spt dA c fr S0, N(A) = q, pA(ns) < Ö, /¿a¿(ná) < «5,

then there exists geG such that WÍA — gD) < e.

Proof. Suppose not. Then there exist e0 > 0, q0 > 0 and a sequence {Aj\

such that WiAj — gD) = £0 for every geG, while NÍAj) = q0 and

/¿¿/l/)^0,     peAjÍV)->0

for every closed set U such that U O D is empty and closed set V such that VC\D

is empty, 73 being the frontier of D relative to n. By (7.5) a subsequence tends

to a limit A0, and spt^0 c D, sptdA0 <= I). From (5.7) and (7.2), there exists

go s G such that A0 n tr = g0<7 for any fc-cube o<= D. Hence /40 = 8o^, a contra-

diction since WiAj — A0) -* 0 as j -* co through a subsequence.

For any .4eNt(G), let

X¿ = ( x e spt ,4 — spt dA ; X ̂  7>^.t(x) _ 7)*(x) < co, lim   v(x, r) //¿(x, r) = 1 >.
I 1—0+ I

In the next lemma let us for brevity set Ar = A nS(x, r), Yr = YriSix,r).

(9.3) Lemma. Let xeXA, and Y be an oriented iregular, proper) k-sub-

manifold of E" of class C(1) such that

lim   r~kßA[_S(x,r)-Y] = 0.

hen there exists geG such that

lim   r~kMÍAr- gYr) - 0.
i->0 +

Proof. We may take x = 0. By making a suitable diffeomorphism of a neigh-

borhood of 0 we may assume that Y is a fc-plane n. Given r > 0 let

*r(y) = r-1y,       A* = rr#Ar.

We must find geG such that MÍA* — gD)-»0, where D = IlnS0as above.

Let us divide the proof into two steps.

Step 1. Let 0 < n < ¡x(fc)/2. Let us find, for each sufficiently small r0,geG

such that WÍA* — gD) < n for all r in some neighborhood (s, t) of r0 ■

Let Q. = max {[ g | : g e G} ; and let e > 0 be small enough that e < 1 and if we

set 6 = e1'2, then

Let q = 2D**(0)a(fc) [1 + 2Ö_1(1 4- 0)*], and 6 as in (9.2). Let r0 be small enough

that 2r0 < dist(0, spt dA) and for 0 < r < 2r0,
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MÍAr) = 2D*(0)a(fc)r*,

2MiArnUc)<oii+e)-krk,

PÍO,r)-víO,r)<erk.

Let r = ro(l + 0). From (5.7)

f   M{dAs)dsúMÍAr),
J ro

f M\fdAs) n nc]ds = MiAr n nc).
Jro

Hence there exists se(r0,r) such that

MidAj) = 2/-0- ' 0-^(^4,) = 4D£ (O)<x(fc)0 " x(l + 0)VO"',

M\fdA5) n nc] = 2fö V lMÍA, n nc) < örkQ-1.

Moreover,

MÍA) = 2Dt*(0)a(fc)s\

MiAs nuc) < ôsk.

Since ^* satisfies the hypotheses of (9.2), there exists geG and B*,C* such that

A* = gD + B* + dC*,

MÍB*) + MÍC*)<s.

[For present purposes we can replace Tls by nc in (9.2.)] In particular, since e < n/2,

WiAf-gDXnß.

Let B = ixj1)#B*, C = (t;1)#C*. Then

As = gDs + B + dC,

s~kMÍB) + S-k~1MÍC)<e.

For t < s

At = gDt + Bt + E, + dC„

where as usual Bt = B nS(0,i), C, = C nS(0,t), while £, = (<3C)t - dCt. By

(5.7)
p s-Bs

MÍEt)dt^MÍC).
Js-20s
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Hence, there exists t e (s — 20s, s — 0s) such that

M(£() = d'^-^iC) = e1/2s*

since 0 = e1/2. Since s — 9s <r0, it, s) is a neighborhood of r0. If t < r < s, then

M(AM - Ar) = piO, s) - píO, r) = /¿(O, s) - /¿(O, í)

Let us estimate the term on the right side. Since

dA, = t%(Ds -D,) + B-B,-Et + At],

we find that

PÍO,s) - esk < v(0,s)£\g\M(DS - Dt) + M(B) + M(£() 4- M(£t) + /¿(0,i),

KO, s) - PÍO, t) = Í2a(k) (s* - tk) + (2e 4- e1/2)s* < i*w /2.

Hence, M(A, - A,) < ntkß. Let/OO-J» if \y\^U fiy) = \y\~1y if |y|>l.
Then

As — Ar = /#Tr#(/ls — v4r),

M(4* - A,*) = M[tr#(A - ¿,)] = r~ktkn ß < n\2.

Therefore,

W(Ar* - gD) = M(4* - 4T) 4- WÍA* -gD)<n.

Step 2.   For   each   r0,   the   element   g   in   Step   1   is   unique.   For   if

W(A* - g'D) < n and g' ¥= g, then

a(fc) Z\g'-g\ MÍD) = IF[(g' - g)D] < 2n

contrary to choice of n. The same reasoning shows that g does not in fact depend

on r0. Hence, WiAr -gD)-+0 as r -+ 0 +.

Let   p   denote   the   orthogonal   projection   of  £"   onto   H,piy) = y'   if

J = y' + y",   J>' e n,  y" e nx.   By  assumption,  MÍA* n ne) -* 0,   and  since

p#ÍA*nn) = A*nn,

mía: - p#A*) = mía* nnc- p#04* n nc)] -» o.

Moreover,

Af(p#ii; - gD) = WÍp#Ar*- gD) = W04r*- gD),

which tends to 0. Hence, MÍA*— gD)-*0, completing the proof of (9.3).

(9.4) Theorem.   Let G be a finite group. If A<=NkiG), /¿¿(sptdA) = 0, and

E" is a ipA,k)-rectifiable set, then A is rectifiable.

Proof. By §8, /¿¿(Xj)=0. Since E" is (/¿¿, fc)-rectifiable, for /¿¿-almost every xeXA

there exists a fc-submanifold Y(x) such that the hypotheses of (9.3) are satisfied.
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Using a covering theorem [B], given e > 0 there exists disjoint spherical balls

Síx¡,r¡), ¿ = l,—,p and g¡eG such that

M\A(x¡, rj) - gJÍXi, r¡)] < 2M(¿) ^x" ^

M(¿- Si4(x„ r,)) < |,

where ¿(x, r) = Ar\ S(x, r), Y(x, r) = Y(x) n S(x, r), x, e XA. Then Zg¡ Y(x„ r,-)

is rectifiable and

ML4- ZgiY(xi,r1.))<£.

Since the group RkiG) of rectifiable fc-chains is M-closed, A e RkiG).

10. Main theorem. In this final section we shall prove the following main

result, announced in the introduction.

(10.1) Theorem. Let G be a finite group. Then every flat chain A of finite

mass is rectifiable.

We may assume that fc > 0, since if fc = 0 then A is a polyhedral 0-chain (see

beginning of §9). Since the group RkiG) of rectifiable fc-chains is M-closed, it

suffices by (5.5) to prove the theorem when dA is a polyhedral (fc—l)-chain. By

(9.4) it then suffices to prove that £" is a (/¿¿, fc)-rectifiable set.

If n is a k-plane containing 0, let Xn denote the orthogonal projection of

a set X <= £" onto n. Let Hk denote Hausdorff k-measure. By (8.2), (8,3), and

results of Fédérer [F, §4 and 8.7], to prove that £" is (/¿¿, fc)-rectifiable it suffices

to show that there is no set X such that pJjX) > 0 and HkiXa) = 0 for almost all n.

In order to prove that there is no such X, let us first prove four lemmas. As

in §9 let S0 = S(0,1), Cp = C n S(0, p). Let Bp = dCp - idC)p, as in (5.7).

(10.2) Lemma. Let C e AJt(G), spt C <= S0. Let ¿(C) = MÍQ - }o~ M<Bp)dp.

Then

WÍC - OdC) ̂  [2M(C)<5(C)]1/2/(k 4-1).

Proof. Suppose first that C is a polyhedral chain. For any x i= 0 lying in a

cell o" of C, let 0(x) be the angle between x and the fc-plane n(x) through 0 parallel

to a [cos 0(x) = | t;(x) |, where t?(x) is the component in n(x) of the unit vector

|x|_1x]. It is elementary that

M(0C)^r-r   i   |x|sin0(x)d/¿c
k + 1 Jso

and replacing | x | by 1, that

M(0C) = r-í-r  f   dp   i sin0(x)sec0(x)d/¿B .
k + 1 Jo        J\x\=p *
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Since sin 0 sec 0 = tan 0, we get from Schwarz's inequality,

M(0C) =   —^ (jdp [       (sec0 4- \)dpBf> )    [JQdpj   _ (sece~Vdp.Bp)

and thus using (5.7)

(*) MÍOC) = ^[2M(C)]1/2[<5(C)]1/2.

If C is not polyhedral, then by (5.6) there is a sequence {Cj} of polyhedral chains

lying in S0 such that Cj^-C, MOC,)-> M(C), M(<9C,)-> M(<5C). Reasoning as

in the proof of (5.7), ¿(C) _ liminfjô(Cj), and hence (*) is still correct. Since

díOC) = C-OdC, WÍC - OdC) ̂  M(0C). Therefore, (10.2) follows from (*).

In the next lemma let T(x,r) be the linear transformation such that

<x,r)iy) = r~\y-x),

and   A*ix,r) = i(x,r)#[A n S(x, r)].   Note  that if r < dist(x, sptd.4),  then

spt A*ix, r)cz S0, spt dA*ix, r) <= fr S0.

(10.3) Lemma. Let CeNk(G) minimize mass among all C with dC = dC.

Let x0 6 spt C — spt dC. Let {pv} be any sequence tending to 0 such that

C*ix0,pv)eNkiG)for v= 1,2,— and C*(x0,pv) tends to a limit C*. Then C*

is the cone OdC*.

Proof. Since C minimizes mass, well-known reasoning based on cone con-

struction and (5.7) shows that M\_C*ix0, pv)] is bounded and <5[C*(x0, pjj\ -» 0

as v-> oo ; see for instance [FF, 9.26]. Then (10.3) follows from (10.2).

Let XA be as in §9. Then 0 < HkiXA) < oo; in fact, XHkÍX) ̂  pAÍX) for any

XcXA. See [F, 3.1].

(10.4) Lemma. Let Pj->4, M(P,)-► M(/4), and U be any set such that

/¿¿(frl/) = 0. Then for every k-plane n containing 0,

limsupHJXísptP,) O C7)n] ú H¿(XA O L%].
y-* co

Proof. Given e > 0, let Ke <=■ XA n int U be compact, with /¿¿(G - Ke) < z ¡2.

Choose Ue open such that Ke^Ue<=-U, /¿¿(fr Uj) = 0, and

tf*[(üe)n]<ff*[(K£)n]+e/2.

Observe that

(sptP,) nfjc^u lispt Pj) n (G - UJ],

Hk\_iisptPj) n I7)„] = H*[(^n] + f»/ü - UJ,

limsup77*[((sptP,.) n G)n] ^ H*[(JQn] + H*(U" - Ue) +e/2.
7"-» oo
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Since Kt<=-XAC\U and U — Ue<=^ U — Ke, the right side is no more than

77*[(X¿ n G)n] + e. This proves (10.4).

On the other hand, if A is close to a fc-disk, then we have the following lower

estimate :

(10.5) Lemma.    Let WÍA — gD) <s, where D = nnS0 iwith an orientation).

If {Qy} is any sequence of polyhedral chains tending to A, then

Q liminf77,[(sptßv)n] = | g| a(fc) - e,
v-*co

where Q = max{|g| : geG}.

Proof. Let p denote orthogonal projection of £"onto n,p(x) = x', where

x = x' 4- x" with x' e n,x" en^. Then

£277,[(sptßv)n] = M(p#ßv).

Since p#D = D, we have for large enough v,

Mip#Qv - gD) = Wip#Qv - gD) = WiQv -gD)<e,

and hence Mip#Qv) £ |g| MÍD) - s.

Proof of (10.1). Let us proceed by induction on fc. For fc = 0, A is a poly-

hedral 0-chain and XA a finite set. Suppose (10.1) true in dimension fc — 1. To

obtain a contradiction, let us assume that there exists A e NkiG) with dA a poly-

hedral chain for which there is a set X <= XA such that pA(X) > 0, HkiXn) = 0

for almost every fc-plane n through 0.

By [F, §3], (8.2), and (8.3), there exists X, <= X such that /¿¿(X - X,) = 0 and

lim r-kpA{Xcix,r)-] = 0
r->0

for every xeX,, where we have set Z(x,r) = Z nS(x,r), in this case with

Z = Xe. Since projection does not increase Hausdorff measure,

Hk[iXA - X)(x, r)n] = 7ít[(X¿ - X) (x, r)] = A" »«JP^C*. r)].

Hence, when xeX,,

lim r-'HJX.foiOn] = 0,
r-»0

for almost all n.

In what follows, we use the notation

Aix, r) = A O S(x, r),     ^.*(x, r) = t(x, r) # 4(x, r).

If 0 < r < dist(x.spta^), then from (5.7)

spt 8A(x, r) <= fr S(x, r),   spt 54*(x, r) c fr S0

for almost all r. Let xeX,. By (5.7) and the finiteness of D*(x), there is a se-
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quence {rm} tending to 0 such that ¿¿¿[fr S(x, rm)] = 0 for m = 1,2, • ■ • and, writing

A* = A*íx,rm), NÍA*) is bounded and by (7.4), A* tends to a limit C for a

subsequence (still denoted by {rm}). Since dA*^dC and sptA*<^ S0, by (5.4)

we have

diA*m-C) = dDm, where M(DJ->0.

Since (see (8.1)) r~k\_pix,rm) — v(x,rm)] ->0, C minimizes mass and M(^4*)->M(C).

In particular, MÍQ = D*íx) = 1.

In the same way, let

C* = C*(0,pv) = T(0,pv)#C,

where the sequence {pv} tending to 0 is chosen so that:

(1) /¿c[frS(0,pv)] = /¿¿[frS(x,rmPv)] =0 for m,v= 1,2,-,

(2) JV(C*) is bounded, spt 3CV*<= fr S0, and C* tends to a limit C*.

Then AT(C*)<oo, spt3C* c frS0, and MiC*)^X. By (10.3), C* = 0dC*.

Since M(<3C*) < oo, by the induction hypothesis dC* is a rectifiable (fc — 1)-

chain. By (9.1) the cone C* is rectifiable. Therefore, £" is a(/¿c,, k)-rectifiable set.

Let y be some point such that | y | < 1, the lower fc-density of C* at y is at least X

[actually the fc-density exists since C* minimizes mass], and there is an oriented

C(1) k-submanifold Y(j) such that

lim fVc.[%,i)-%)] = 0.
t-»o

For each v = 1,2, —,

A*íx,rm) OS(0,pJ^CnS(0,pv)

as m -> co, and hence 4*(x, rmpj) -* C*. Let p\ = rmypv, where the subsequence

{mv} is chosen so that ^4*(x,p'j)-*C* as v-> co.

Let n0 be parallel to the tangent fc-plane to Y(y) at y, and D0 = n0 n S0. Let

C**(j,i) = tiy,thC*iy,t).

By (9.3) there exists geG such that

lim  JF[C**(>>,0-gDo] = 0.
Í-0 +

Since the lower density of C* at y is positive, g # 0. Let 0 < e < | g | <x(fc) ¡2.

There exist t0 > 0 and a neighborhood G of n0 in the space of fc-planes such that

W[_C**iy,t0)-gD-]<e

for every ne G and /¿c*[frS(y,i0)] = 0. Choose some n, e G such that

lim r-*77TX¿(x,r)]ni = 0.
l-»0 +
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Let {Pj} be a sequence of polyhedral chains tending to A such that

M(P;)-> M(<4). For each v,P/x,pv)->.4(x,pO, and hence P;(x,pv)->;4*(x, p'j)

as j -* co. Choose a subsequence {jv} such that P*->C*, where P* = P*v(x, p'j).

Moreover, using (10.4) we choose jy large enough that

Ht[(sptP,.v(x,p;))ni] ^ 277,[X¿(x,P;)n,].

Then 77k[(sptP*)nJ-^0. Let

ßv = <y,t0)#P*Áy,to)-

Then  ßv-> C**(y,í0) and 77t[(sptßv)n,]->0.  Since £ < |g|a(fc)/2,  by (10.5)

liminfT77t[(sptßv)n,] > 0.  This is a contradiction.

Therefore, no such set X exists, which proves that A is rectifiable.
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